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ABSTRACT

Given Germany’s importance in global commerce, a considerable number of international arbitrations are seated in Germany and administered under the arbitration rules of Germany’s leading arbitral institution, the German Arbitration Institute (hereinafter “DIS Rules”). Gustav Flecke-Giammarco, Christopher Boog, Peter Heckel, and Anke Meier’s commentary (hereinafter “Commentary”) offers first-hand information and in-depth knowledge for arbitrations conducted under the current DIS Rules revised in 2018 (hereinafter “2018 DIS Rules”). As the only comprehensive English commentary on the 2018 DIS Rules, this Commentary no doubt serves as an essential tool for non-German readers to understand how to handle DIS arbitrations, both seated in and outside of Germany. It is a must-have handbook for parties or practitioners who are involved or interested in arbitration under the DIS Rules.
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